
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:daacstar@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2008 3:39 PM 
To: devinstandard@yahoo.com 
Cc: rest; John Pollard; Gary Legator 
Subject: PEACE CORP-ON GUARD 
 
Devin – Did you notice most of all what was MISSing from the email I sent Garry 

Purkiss earlier; not to mention Garry and I finishing earlier an hours conversation 
that began with him calling me on my cell phone 1-858-735-SEL-NEXT at 
11:56 AM PST? 
  
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20gpurkiss-
miss.pdf 
 
Let me first do my level best to described one of the most spectacular winter 
storms taking place right before my eyes bearing in mind that just before 
Garry called it was “raining cats and dogs” although visibility from the studio 
cliff house here in Del Mar, southern California was a good 50 miles out if 
not more; now possibly upwards of 80 miles. 
 
Wetting their pants right now are not only the very in shape, sexually active, 
smartest people in the world who attract the best and brightest as well as 
the most spirited who do not suffer from religious dogma all about keeping 
the masses doing exactly what they are told not to do and producing 
"uneeded" [sic] and so very poorly cared for children, both in and out of 
wedlock, no different to rabbits, and of course unwilling but well prepared to 
die like flies when wanting all the things the church says is wrong beginning 
with sex followed by "love of money" but who of course as logic would 
dictate also suffer fools badly. 
  
Starting with the spouses of active US military personnel especially those 
"on duty" fighting for what they believed was "Love of Country, the spread 
of Freedom and Democracy, free enterprise system" in places like Iraq and 
Afghanistan which is already "history" from the standpoint of military 
planners planning the next refugee crisis and the one after that where 
eventually the few who are not shell-shocked do figure out that "one man's 
system is another man's corruption". 
  
You were not the only person in the world who thought my question to 
Augusto Benito Vargis at the very start of a SHORT, CLEAR communiqué was 
the best question they have ever heard me present, click hyperlink below: 
  
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-
update.pdf 
  



Both Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad are watching rather closely 
events unfolding over in Beijing, China and of course it is not only Israel's no 
nonsense, not in the least bit vengeful Special Forces Commanding Officers 
with the most brutally efficient commandos already placed on the ground in 
Beijing and elsewhere in China who understand perfectly well not only why 
the US Congress make such a big deal about American sports athlete 
choosing to pump themselves up with drugs as the US military ensures a 
sufficiently large flow of opium from Afghanistan, again all in the name of 
"Free Enterprise" as well the "charade" of Steven SPIelberg making a big 
"song and dance" about his unwillingness to be part of China's "coming out 
parade" when China hosts the next Olympics this coming summer, so long 
as China does not "fall on the sword" and take full responsibility for the rape 
of Darfur. 

 
O Mr. SPIElberg, what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to 
deceive. 
 
It is very possible that people you work with who are not saying a word to 
you are also without being on the payroll of the Mossad fully aware of the 
increasingly out-of-control distraction game being put on by the De Beers’ 
Hollywood and Madison Avenue in a last ditch effort to have the masses, 
most of all those here in the United States at their “wits end” just trying to 
keep their “heads above water” as the media pummel their heads with the 
word, “recession, recession, recession, depression, depression, depression, 
illegal immigration, illegal immigration, illegal immigration” as the worst 
thing that can happen to them, rather than, just stay calm, not even feel the 
need to dig all that deep and just keep repeating the following very simple 
question to everyone they meet either in person or on the internet starting 
with their teachers, parents, professors, clerics and politicians:  
 



Since Mr. SPIelberg comes across as nice Jewish boy, good family, so 
very charitable, so concerned with the suffering of the world’s 
downtrodden why hasn’t he produced, at least put up the money, to 
ultimately present on the Silver Screen, Hollywood blockbuster author 
Edward Jay Epstein’s epic non-fiction novel, The Diamond Invention 
and in the introduction explain why he didn’t think of using De Beers' 
Diamond Currency, unlimited in supply, untraceable, lightweight, 
never inventoried and always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil to 
in his movie MUNIch when showing time and again United States 
Dollars changing hands between Mossad hit squad commandos and 
their Mossad approved intelligence networks who never use monies 
when buying intelligence or weapons having learned a number of 
things from how De Beers not only financed World Oil Wars I and II 
but most importantly how they very nearly succeeded in wiping out all 
of European Jewry leaving only the weak sell out Jewish people in 
places like South Africa, United States, Great Britain and Australia? 

 
Suffice to say 55 year old Garry Purkiss who is a chemical engineer from 
Natal University, South Africa, my alma mater, had to make a business call, 
asking me to send him my land line telephone number so that we can pick 
up from where we left off which was me promising to email him the heavily 
broadcasted 254 word email I sent on January 9th to Apartheid supporter, 
orthodox Jewish South African, Bernard Lazarus whose two male children, 
Norman and Ronald, Garry knows well. 
 
BTW going on an hour ago I emailed Garry the hyperlink taking him to that 
January 9th so very important communiqué, all geared to separate the 
“good” from the “bad”, none of us can afford to be indifferent for much 
longer especially as time passes and US most brainwashed westerners have 
to increasingly worry about our so very poorly paid service people “turning”. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20israeli-
friends.pdf 
 
No doubt Garry had no clue about the measures taken by David Ben Gurion 
immediately following the botched Suzannah Operation of 1954 and felt well 
before the conversation ended that he may have been better off reading 
more carefully my writings, let alone why it is that I have such a very 
significant "footrping" [sic] on the INternet that only increases in time as the 
wicked who all know who they are find themselves "inceasingly" [sic] with 
little room to maneuver; bearing constantly in mind that ingenious Israeli 
Military Intelligence report as well as that very good question I asked of 
Augusto Benito Vargis that of course is being heard and clearly understood 
in places like "Venezuala" [sic] where I have friends as well as in China who 



could increasingly care less about the US Treasury and US Federal Reserve 
manipulating the currency markets as with each move they make, each tick 
of the clock, so they tighten the noose around their own necks. 
  
In war money is no object becase [sic] the warring parties all resort to 
bartering whatever goods and services they need including weapons of war. 
  
China, has both all the goods and services that a peaceful world would want 
as well as all the weapons of war to confront the corrupt 3 Branches of the 
United States Government increasingly MOST CONCERNED that their so 
hoodwinked and so extraordinarily poorly paid service people will "turn" and 
when they do "God Help America" for those service people also won't want 
to be paid in the "anyting" [sic] but Almighty De Beers-US Dollar, now on its 
last legs. 
  
Bear in mind that Garry was a top South African surfer as well as rugby 
player, and to this day still plays competitive rugby although not quite in the 
shape he was when playing provincial rugby in South Africa. 
 
Garry did not realize when first emailing me that my mother is the “famous” 
South African Zena Gevisser with “The Models and Charm School”, even 
unaware that I was in the photo I first sent him with me in my mother’s 
arms, and my 3 siblings behind in the DNA 9 marked rowing boat, next to 
Miss World 1958 Penny Coelen. 
 
During the course of our 60 minute conversation, I emailed Garry the photos 
of me when first in my highly secretive mother's words, "trained to live 
outside of the country and sadly the land of their birth"  
  
http://just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.sht
ml 
  
with weapons used by Israeli Special Forces commandos going back to when 
I was 9 and 10 years of age as well the letter sent to me by South African 
physician Dr. Michael Moshal MD back on February 24th, 1981 in which this 
great man, who saved my life after De Beers had poisoned my liver after 
asking "one too many” questions of their principal New York City based Black 
Hatter, Martin Rapaport, makes reference to me “scrumming” with the 
womens world rugby team. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Mike%20Moshal%20-
%20Feb%2024%201981.pdf 
   



Of course before sending out the article Garry wanted me to share with the 
entire world, all designed to incite desperation and violence here in the US 
amongst the financially poor who are of course the most poorly informed but 
NOT STUPID, I will be providing my own introduction, and should you have 
“choice words” please do not hesitate to let me know. 
  
Again, it is worth repeating that I happened to spend a great deal of time in 
Beijing in the spring of 1989 just weeks before the so very carefully 
orchestrated Tiananmen Massacre that had me soon after visiting Israel, 

 
two and three times before the end of the year which ended with my Royal 
Mater-Mother, Zena and my step-father Alan Zulman flying out to New York 
City for the premier of Broadway musical revival, Meet Me in St. Louis where 
Zena hobnobbed with the likes of Walter Cronkite and Dr. Ruth who you 



recall was a sniper for David Ben Gurion's Jewish Underground movement, 
the Haganah, fighting the American-British for a Jewish Homeland and who 
decided that the only way to bring to a head sooner rather than later the 
planned total elimination of the Jewish race was to open a second front on 
the European continent which became known as World War II. 

 

 



 
 
One of the "dots" that you may not have yet "connected" was what my 
mother Zena did one year after her close and “lucky” friend, my uncle David 
Gevisser became on March 2nd, 1971, the executor of the estate of Mossad 
assassinated, beyond "beleif" [sic] mineral rich, American Charles Engelhard 
that coincided with me going to Kibbutz Sde Boker in the Negev Desert 
where David Ben Gurion had "retired"; bearing constantly in mind that my 
"born to perform", highly educated, incredibly well read Royal Mater was 
raised by her pogrom orphaned paternal grandmother, Nechi-Nellie Becker-
Badash who didn’t need either World War II or World War I to understand 
perfectly well that no independent thinking Jewish person in the world was 
safe so long as the Jewish people, including the worst of the worst co-opted-
corrupted Jewish people all pretty much equally concentrated in 4 parts of 
the globe, the United States, South African and Great Britain and Australia, 
did not have a Jewish homeland to build, most of all, the most overwhelming 
superior military force which required the establishment of kibbutzim that 
bred healthy young Jewish men and women focused on both sharing all the 
wealth of the kibbutzim and eating a diet of freshly grown vegetables and of 
course meat as well, no different to what the Chinese people do both in 
China as well as when they travel abroad setting the scholastic levels 
wherever they go. 
  
The decision of my very shrewd and secretive mother to have my eldest 
brother's poetry-blank verse book, picking up the pieces of yourself  



  

 
published in 1972 at the height of the United States of America's South 
African Apartheid Regime and to top it off have her half-brother Joe Ash be 
the one to publish this most poignant attack on the Apartheid Regime, 
shows you the extraordinary courage of both my eldest brother and mother 
had at the time; bearing again in mind, that less than 3 years prior Neil 
Graham Gevisser had concluded his 9 months compulsory military service in 
the 3rd Reich's Southern Division where he spent most of the time in a 
military prison in solitary confinement for having knock out a United States 
of America's Nazi South African Air Force officer who had moments before 
attacked a defenseless Black South African cook. 
 
BTW Garry Purkiss like Paul Tomson and Michael Sagorin, all 3 Durban, 
Jewish South Africans served their compulsory De Beers’ South African 
military service in the most brutal South African Police Force. 
 



Not to mention that Garry is of course still occasionally in touch with both 
Shawn Tomson who was the 1979 World Surfing Champion and his younger 
brother Paul who has along with Shawn and their sister Tracy a copy of this 
photo below that shows their father Chunie, in the back row, second from 
the left, in the same U13 rugby team as my father, seated cross legged in 
the front row, second from the left. 

 
You may recall me mentioning that soon after the publication of my eldest 
brother’s book my mother was visited by two members of the United States 
of America's South African Secret Police known as BOSS [Bureau of State 
Security]  "in her bedroom" at our home at 50 Bowes-Lyon Avenue, 
Glenwood, Durban, South AFrica where her top international models would 
often sunbath in the nude to the great joy of our close friends, Mark and 
Sam Hackner and their gay sister Susan. 
  
Not to mention you recall me mentioning that within days after I placed my 
one and only ad, A Name From Here, You Can Trust Over There!, in the 
South African Sunday Times, also back in 1989, I was visited at my lavish 
offices at 100 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica, by two member of BOSS who 
instructed me in English but in their strong "Afirkaner" [sic] accent to, 
"Cease and Desist". 
  
Zena, back in 1972, was provided a "heads up" that Neil should immediately 
leave the country which he did, eventually ending up on Kibbutz Mein Zvi 
which is where he first came into contact with the highly athletic and 
extraordinarily strong Friedman family, beginning with their youngest 
member Guy Friedman who eventually went on to serve with distinction in 
Israel's most feared Maritime unit, Flotilla 13; Guy "going in to service" 
under the direct command of Ami Ayalon, currently Israel's "Minister Without 
Portfolio"; i.e. the most powerful person in all of Israel, if not the entire 
world, around the same time I moved to New York City, the money 



laundering and intelligence gathering capital of the world, not only for the 
Mossad but the highly dynamic De Beers organization who not only 
masterminded World Oil War I and II but provided the financing and most of 
all Hollywood propaganda to their so weak limped wrist bottom of the barrel 
choice Hitler, who served as the strongest reminder possible that his De 
Beers-Anglo American Cartel's replacement would be a whole lot stronger 
and ruthless and instead of being surrounded by a bunch of misfits and 
retards, the very best coming out of Ivy League universities such as 
Princeton who you cannot forget polled their freshmen in 1938 who voted 
Hitler as the greatest human being and Einstein, second. 
  
You would also know that most pollsters get paid. 
  
Most pollsters also have a good idea of what outcome those who pay them 
want. 
  
You will notice that I am using my daacstar@yahoo.com email address that 
may be shut down soon after I send out this heavily broadcasted 
communiqué. 
 
Not to mention more than handful of the most "wired" people in the world 
were a little concerned as I took the day off yesterday to celebrate with my 
wildly stunning, both dressed and naked so very funny, so extraordinarily 
entertaining French-Canadian wife, her half century mark; the two of us 
combined totaling 100 years on this most beautiful earth, waking up the day 
as we do each and every day to examine the godly work of master artist-oil-
painter Sebastian Capella, which then has Marie Dion Gevisser thinking what 
outfit she can buy from a courtier shop like Gerhard’s over at the Del Mar 
Plaza to match Sebastian's master pieces before then noticing, "God who Art 
in Heaven" when looking out the two oversized windows at the gigantic and 
most breathtaking Pacific Ocean especially when it is high tide and one has 
the sense when lying in our king sized bed that at any moment the waves, 
especially when rough, are about to come tumbling in, that combined with 
the loud crashing noise if you are not used to it, can have you easily thinking 
about ducking under the covers where I will leave off to have your 
imagination run wild. 



  
You would though, also understand that with time on my side, the board of 
directors of Yahoo, Google, and in fact each and every private as well as 
public corporation and not to forget all the world's charities have increasingly 
more to worry about than forcing me to think of another email address given 
as I have now explained ad-nausea with the increasingly lack of 
predictability beginning with battlefield forecasting, it is totally impossible for 
the capital and financial markets, so dependent on predicting a "rosy 
scenario", to function. 
  
You of course have not forgotten that I remind everyone that the Chinese 
are not all our slaves and when setting the scholastic levels wherever they 
go including those who stay home, have mastered the subjects of 
economics, finance, politics and history as well as art and are therefore 



much more used to searching for the truth than us westerners mostly in 
denial. 
  
Again, remember us Americans in particular "live to eat" to feed our fat cells 
and over overly compensated rouge "physcians" [sic]. 
  
The Chinese eat healthily and "live to learn". 
  
BTW Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. just stopped by to drop off a quart of curried 
lima beans with the date 2-14-08 written on a strip of paper glued to the top 
of the container wrapped in a plastic bag, letting me know that once I start 
eating them I won't want to stop as well letting me know that we are 
experiencing right now the most powerful surf I have ever seen in these 
parts with only one surfer out in the water who "disspears" [sic] from view 
with each passing wave.  
  
I just took a photo. 

  
  



Now let me have you go back to my Royal Mater's record, THE IMPORTANCE 
OF BEING A WOMAN and you recall not only the importance of not letting 
your slip show but what it takes to be the "bell of the function" 
  
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20jpollard-
iamgoingtolike.pdf 
  

 
Quite a busy person was my Royal Mater from the moment she arrived in 
Durban, South Africa in 1947, still age 18 and then within 3 months of 
marrying my "prize big fish" father on October 10th, 1948, "From the 
earliest days of 1949, she visited Israel two and three times a year, writing 
reports for different publications" and to top it off having all of her 4 children 
before age 29 during which time my highly efficient multi-tasking consigliore 



to the most "money power" people in the world, including the likes of 
Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy and Aristotle Onassis who financed 
RFK's "assasination" [sic], was responsible for arranging some 50 charity 
functions a year most in aid of Israel, all the while traveling the world 
speaking to business people including here in the United States about the 
great benefits of investing in South Africa. 
  
Yes, even the "new blood" in the Mossad would do well to visit right now not 
only Chapter 18, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY of The Diamond Invention 
which makes reference to the American Nazi Charles Engelhard first 
journeying to South Africa in the late 1940s, but my Royal Mater's so very 
carefully crafted memoirs, titled, "Life Story of Zena" first published on the 
Internet via email on October 9th, 2001 focusing in right now on my 
mother's feigned bewilderment at why Americans in particular were not 
rushing to invest in Apartheid South Africa when American Charles 
Engelhard had already not only "blazed the trail" but gobbled up along with 
his partner Harry Oppenheimer all the mineral riches the De Beers Anglo 
American Cartel had sought beginning prior De Beers and their banker 
partners establishing in 1913 the U.S. Federal Reserve whose only mandate 
is to "exercise good judgment". 
  
Everyone knows and understands that cartels are vehemently opposed to 
competition and the last thing they want to see is "brisk competition", let 
alone "foreign investment" which are two words that have the top dogs of 
the DAAC, the mafia of mafia, for more than a century now, laughing their 
heads off. 
  
You are fully aware that not only is my head still firmly planted on my 
shoulders but I am making perfect sense to my most important target 
audience, again, the spouses of American service people now brutally 
terrorizing the defenseless poor in the rest of the world and when they 
return from our so very carefully orchestrated oil civil wars take out their 
frustrations along with vengeance first on their spouses who up until now 
have never been provided with an "antidote" let alone the perfect antidote, 
which is to immediately take the "wind out the sail" of their loved ones prior 
to them returning home by having them read word for word everything I am 
writing beginning with that most important question I put to Augusto Benito 
Vargis; to repeat  
  

Why do you think Mr. Chavez hasn’t simply cut a deal with 
China to get all of Venezuela’s oil and in return get state of the 

art technology, a customer whose Currency is on the rise and 
military protection at the same time without worrying that 

China’s Special Forces Commandos would “turn”? 



  
Over the course of the next week, never forgetting that time is very much 
on the side of those of us with G-D-Light-Forces at our side, I will be 
responding to a handful of other individuals like Garry Purkiss who don’t 
appear to read all that well and of course I will be copying you as well as a 
statistically valid sampling of the world's literate population who while 
understanding exactly what it is that I am "driving at" in exposing each and 
every corruption that passes my path that I can trace back directly to the 
Diamond Invention that has all the corrupt throughout the world, rich and 
poor, all of course suffering as well from "Poverty of Thought" still wanting 
to believe that there is nothing I can do about changing the "status quo", 
find themselves first and foremost at an increasing "loss for words" never in 
a million years expecting me as I am about to do right this very moment put 
the hard working masses "on notice" how very important it is that they be 
"on guard" mostly to the following organizations: 
  
1. Peace Corp. 
2. Doctors without Borders 
3. American missionaries. 
4. United States of America's State Department Officials. 
5. United Nations 
6. World Bank 
7. International Monetary Fund. 
8. All United States of America’s political parties. 
9. Every professor, teacher, academic beginning with all those here in the 
United States who continues to fail to speak their opinion on the most 
fascinating non-fiction novel every written, The Diamond Invention. 
 
You would also perfectly understand that if I were to now say, “I was born 
by immaculate conception; i.e. my mother nor my father have never existed 
let alone my father’s first cousin who received the gargantuan amount of 
US$6 million immediately following the burial of Charles Engelhard at St. 
Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two word, New Jersey that drew the likes 
of Senator Ted Kennedy, former President Lyndon Johnson and Vice 
President Humphrey; forget also that most important “Letter of Introduction” 
signed by uncle Dave and handed to me just before I boarded the plane on 
March 16th, 1978 at Durban’s Lois Botha airport, but that you are not alone 
in knowing that I worked for De Beers on 47th Street in New York City, that 
alone would be enough for everyone in the world right now to pay very 
careful attention to what I have to say given again the fact that my 
credibility goes well beyond both Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad 
who again have no problem with me being the first and only person to 
publish their ingenious Military Report of all time that explains the more you 
dig in to this very easy to understand “risk assessment” not only why exactly 



Al Quaida doesn’t bite the hand that feeds” them by attacking the oil fields 
of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar but why “do gooders” like SPIelberg also 
don’t bite the hand that feeds them and produce-direct the movie, The 
Diamond Invention. 
 
You should now perfectly also understand why not only was my amazing 
father, “competent and honest to a fault” blackballed by the disgusting 
Durban, South African Jewish Community when De Beers came knocking at 
the door of his and his father’s awesomely successful international trading 
conglomerate, The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies with the DAAC’s 
agenda, “Take the money now or open up a taco stand” but the ongoing 
deafening silences of those disgusting people as well as their “blackened 
hand money” offspring who also all understand perfectly well that with all 
the very few “faults” of my father, he nor his father could be bought, not 
even with the so very obvious “low ball offer”. 
  
Marie just called, "I am 5 minutes away." 
  
We are supposed to leave for the stone home but it is hard to leave this 
most awesome display of G-d-Mother-NAture. 
  
Cheers, 
  
Gary  
  
 


